Hit The Road
10x30’ in HD

Energetic Doug Kamo travels in a campervan through the valleys and vistas of stunningly beautiful New Zealand.
Doug drives through the national parks, flies through the air in the trees above Queenstown and not to mention the
rafting through the rapids in Skippers Canyon. But the series is not about adventure alone. There’s plenty of
stunning scenery, arts and crafts, boutique lodges, Maori cultural ventures, diverse wildlife as well as delicious
cuisine and wine.
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Episodes
1.
Eastern Bay of Plenty – a real outdoor playground . It's a place renowned for its sunny beaches, friendly dolphins, amazing fishing and for an unforgettable encounter with New Zealand's only active marine volcano

2.
Rotorua - located in the central North Island where our presenter Doug Kamo experiences an extraordinary slice of New Zealand.
He enjoys a therapeutic hot springs spa, gets up close and personal with some of New Zealand’s native animal life at Rainbow Springs and
finds out about some very interesting local Maori history.

3.
Kaikoura – just two and a half hours drive north of Christchurch is Kaikoura, located on a rocky peninsula, protruding from lush
farmland beneath the mountains. Here our presenter Doug Kamo enjoys the abundance of marine mammals and seabirds while whale
watching and enjoying a Dolphin and Albatross encounter.
4.
Waitomo and Hamilton – Waitomo situated in the central western North Island where Doug Kamo our presenter visits the world
famous glowworm caves and goes underground and tries Black Water Rafting, a real Kiwi adventure.
5.
Christchurch - this week Hit The Road gets cosmopolitan. We’re in Christchurch, the south island’s biggest city, a gracious yet
compact city of beauty, culture, contrast and.. burgers. Not only that, Doug Kamo is going to be transported ... and uplifted.

6.
North Auckland – Situated just an hour’s drive north of Auckland city. Doug Kamo visits the iconic Morris & James showroom
and cafe where he discovers pottery with a very distinctive style and he hops aboard one of Ruebens Cruises’ large and luxurious ferries for
a cruise to historic Kawau Island in the Hauraki Gulf.
7.
Nelson/Marlborough - This well known wine region at the top of the South Island boasts many attractions and activities and our
presenter Doug Kamo makes the most of it with a visit to the historically significant Omaka Aerodrome and a truly unique Marlborough
Sounds cruise experience.

8.
Queenstown – The adventure capital of the world in the South Island of New Zealand where our presenter Doug Kamo really gets
into the swing of things - flying through the air with Ziptrek Eco Tours in the beautiful native forests above Queenstown. We take to the
waters of the stunning Shotover River where Doug Kamo rides the rapids and has a hair-raising experience in the Skippers Canyon jet
boats.

9.
Auckland, New Zealand’s biggest city at the top of the North Island. Our presenter Doug Kamo takes to the sky with a high-speed
tour of the city of sails and samples some culinary delights in some very unique surroundings.

10. Canterbury – this spectacular area stretching from the sea to the Southern Alps boasts loads of opportunities for Doug Kamo, our
presenter to enjoy a huge variety of outdoor activities such as horse trekking and a scenic flight over the glaciers
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